The Houstonian Club Renovation details:
1. Members will experience a spectacular new entrance to the upstairs fitness center via an expansive
staircase lit by a new skylight from above and which enters onto an indoor, turfed performance
zone approximately the size of a tennis court. This area will offer a wider variety of personal training
options, and will also be available for individual Member use. Archways surrounding the upper fitness
center area will allow visibility of this space from below.
2. The indoor basketball court will be relocated, but will remain an indoor air-conditioned basketball
court. We will be using the same type of neo-shock, wood flooring we have in the existing court
and the basketball court will be approximately the same size as the current court and will have two
viewing areas.
3. The Resident Workout Room will be upgraded and relocated so Resident Members have a beautiful
view of the outdoor pools and foliage.
4. We will have an indoor/outdoor separate adult and family-friendly dining in a beautiful, relaxed
environment overlooking the pools. The adult area will include a fully-appointed indoor bar, and adult
outdoor deck and the family dining will allow access to our family-friendly deck and the Resort Pool.
5. A new Starbucks and grab-n-go juice bar will open with seating next to the brilliantly lit atrium.
6. The club will offer Members a larger, luxurious shopping experience in the newly appointed Shop and
pop up structure adjacent to the restaurant.
7. We’re excited to have a comfortable gathering place for socializing and relaxation with fellow
Members, with a variety of multi-purpose seating options under the skylight of the atrium.
8. The three larger custom-designed studios equipped with state-of-the-art sound, lighting, surfaces, and
storage will greatly enhance the group exercise experience. Yogis will be able to relieve stress and
connect to their senses, as they gaze upon nature through the beautiful outdoor window. Our group
exercise participants will have designated spaces to gather and socialize before and after classes.
9. The Studio 360 and Tred & Shred studios will be combined and conveniently located near the group
exercise studios and offices to form a cohesive and accessible programming area.
10. The Kids’ Gym will be surrounded by windows, and adjoin the newly modernized Bungalow space
providing an open and visible span between both play spaces. A custom designed Ninja-Warrior
fitness structure is planned for the newly appointed Kids’ Gym space. For added convenience there
will be dual check-in stations for both areas and a designated stroller parking area.
11. Weight Management programming will be created by our Registered Dietitian and fitness team
conveniently available in the current Results Center. Additional services provided by physical
therapists (including specialized recovery equipment) will be provided in a nearby space.
12. Attractively designed gathering spaces, including a card room will be updated and reappointed.
13. Two superbly appointed, brand new meeting rooms will overlook the outdoors on the east side of the
Club.
14. Aesthetic and inspiring common areas such as the Lobby, Welcome Desk, and reception areas will
greet you each day with more seating and get-together areas. Light will pour into the entrance and
flow into the existing Rotunda, designed to preserve the history of the Club with updated flooring,
lighting, paint colors and furnishings.

